
13.3 SkillBuilder: Recognising land features
13.3.1 Tell me
What are land features?
Land features are landforms with distinct shapes, such as hills, valleys and mountains. You recognise these
as you look around your natural environment. On topographic maps you recognise land features from the
patterns formed by the contour lines.

Why is it useful to recognise land features?
By recognising land features, we understand our natural environment. This is useful for a wide range of
activities including:• planning housing estates, freeway routes and reservoirs• organising outdoor recreational pursuits such as orienteering, trail-biking and flying• managing hazards such as flooding.

Model
FIGURE 1 shows a simple topographic map including a spur, cliff, valley and plateau. These land features are
identified by the way the contour lines come together to create shapes on the map.

FIGURE 1 Landforms matched to a topographic map
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ROUND HILL

A high round piece of land,

not as large as a mountain.

Contours form a circle or

oval shape.  

A high, steep, rocky slope

formed by erosion or earth

movements. Contours are

on top of or nearly on top

of each other.   

CLIFF

Low land between hills or

mountains. It usually has

a river flowing through it.

Contours form a U- or

V-shape that points

towards high land.

VALLEY

An area of land that sticks out

like a finger from the side of

a mountain or hill. Contours form

a U- or V-shape that points away

from high land. 

SPUR

SADDLE

Two areas of high land with a dip

between them. It is shown by two

circular or sausage-shaped contours

with a gap between them.   

Long narrow hilltop. Closely spaced

contours form a long sausage shape. 
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Recognising land features on a map involves identifying the shapes created by the pattern of contours.
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13.3.2 Show me
How to recognise a land feature
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Video eLesson: How to recognise land features (eles-1648)

By reading the contour lines an understanding of the shape of the land is obtained. Land features are
identified from the contour lines.

You will need:• a topographic map.

Procedure:
Use the contour lines to identify land features.

Step 1
Look at the contour lines on FIGURE 1. You will see that sometimes the lines are close together and
sometimes the lines are further apart. Identify two areas where this is the case.

Step 2
Using your hand, create the shape of a hill. For every 50 metres increase of the hill slope, move your hand
higher and at each step visualise that this is the next contour line on a map.

Try this for some other landforms that you are familiar with, such as a valley or a beach cliff.
Did you recognise that if the contours are close together then the shape of the land is steep, and if the

contours are further apart then the land is flatter?

Step 3
Landforms have distinctive shapes with contours, which a geographer recognises on a topographic map as a
particular land feature. Use FIGURE 1 as a guide to understanding the shapes on maps as land features. Create
your own hand models of the shape of each land features.

Checklist
I have:• recognised the major land features on a topographic map.

Interactivity: Recognising land features (int-3144)

13.3.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

Use FIGURE 2, the map of Yarra Yarra Creek Basin, New South Wales, to identify the following landforms.
1. Ridge
2. Wide valley
3. Very steep slope
4. Spot height of 635 metres
5. Spur
6. Plateau
7. Saddle
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FIGURE 2 Topographic map of Yarra Yarra Creek basin

Source: Spatial Vision
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13.3 ACTIVITIES
1. Which slope of Morgans Ridge would be the most difficult to climb?
2. What two natural features can be seen from Morgans Ridge to the east?
3. What are the heights of the peaks on Morgans Ridge?
4. Can you see the town of Holbrook from Wangoola? Explain your answer.
5. What land features form part of Morgans Ridge?
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